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INTRODUCTION

◦COVID-19 continued to cause severe 

illness and to devastate the economy

◦April: HPAI H5N1 outbreak

◦ Almost 2.2 m hens culled during the year 

◦W. Cape hardest hit

◦July: Rioting and looting spree in KZN, 

Gauteng

◦ Farms attacked, shops closed

◦Many egg producers suffered 
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Hostile 
environment

◦Eskom outages

◦Fuel, electricity price 

hikes

◦Record-high feed 

prices

◦Increased packaging 

and distribution costs
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Helping the poor
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◦Many producers 

donated eggs to 

charity, despite the 

hardships

◦Meals cooked for 

impoverished 

communities



New GM
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◦Dr Abongile 
Balarane joined 
SAPA in May

◦Welcomed by EO

◦ Look forward to his 
contributions



EGG ORGANISATION MEMBERSHIP

90 individual 
producers

53 co-op 
members

Total: 143 
(150 in 2020)
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INDUSTRY 
STATISTICS: 

Egg prices (R/doz)

◦Avg. producer prices 
(all eggs)
◦Stats SA: R16.30
◦SAPA:      R16.80

◦Avg. retail price (large 
eggs): 
◦R34.01 (+0.5% y/y)

◦120% mark-up!
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Eggs still the cheapest animal protein 
R22.92/kg (+14.7% y/y)
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Day-old pullets

26.02 

million 

placed in 

2021

(+1.9%)
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Feather colour

◦ 63.9% silver strains
◦ Amberlink

◦ Hy-Line Silver

◦ H&N Silver Nick

◦ 36.1% brown strains
◦ Lohmann Brown Lite

◦ Hy-Line Brown

◦ Dekalb Brown
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National 
layer flock

26.85 
million 
hens 

(-7.1%)

due to 
culling
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HPAI

HPAI



Egg production
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Average cases per 
week: 

451 800 (-7.2%)

Total cases: 

23.56 million 

(706.7 million dozen)



More favourable position in 2021:
reduced volumes, increased price
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2021: 

Egg price 
inflation above 

food price 
inflation

(PPI eggs v CPI)
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Prospects 
to April 

2022

(Compared to 
Jan-Apr 2021)
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Point-of-lay pullets: +0.6% 

Laying hens: -0.6%

Egg production: -0.3%



Gross value of 
agriculture
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Eggs: 

R11.44 billion

(+0.9%)

Eggs’ share of animal 
products: 7.3%

Share of all agricultural 
production: 3.1%
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Average 
layer 
feed 
price

R4 768/t

(+18.8%)

Followed 
a 4.8% 

increase in 
2020
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Many smaller producers stopped farming



Feed usage 
(tonnes)

◦ Pullets: 

153 700 (+2.7%)

◦ Layers:

1 083 800 (-7.5%)

◦ Total: 

1 237 500 (-6.4%)
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Layer feed sales per region (source: AFMA)

Province/region Tonnes %

Eastern Cape 39 170 4.0

Free State 184 179 18.6

Gauteng 335 293 33.8

KwaZulu-Natal 68 535 6.9

Limpopo 10 966 1.1

Mpumalanga 96 652 9.8

North West 63 279 6.4

Northern Cape 0 0.0

Other SADC countries 53 616 5.4

Western Cape 139 242 14.1

Total 990 932 100



Per capita consumption: 146 eggs (-7.7%)
DALRRD: 140 eggs (allowing 5% loss)
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Global per capita consumption Mexico: 

380 eggs

SA ranked 

33rd

out of 38 

countries

Global avg: 

161 eggs 

(2019)
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Source: IEC



Small commercial farmers
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17 pullet rearers, 48 700 pullets (-30%) 

Value of feed: R6.0 m

86 egg producers, 115 400 hens (-65%)

(31 stopped farming)

Value of feed: R19.7 m



Egg sales

◦Quantity: 

2.36 m dozen

◦Value: 

R39.8 m

◦Egg price: 

R16.96/doz (+7%)

◦Cull price: 

R47.86/hen (+18%)
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Challenges facing small producers
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High input 
costs

Delayed 
onset of lay

Theft, 
mortalities, 

disease

No financial 
support

Water and 
electricity 
outages

Poor 
condition of 

facilities

Too many 
competitors

Cash flow 
problems

Little or no 
profit



TRADE: 
Exports

6 932 tonnes

(-35%)

Value: 

R272 m 

(-11%)

71% to 

Mozambique
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Hindered by trade bans due to outbreak 
of HPAI H5N1 



TRADE: 
Imports

1 238 tonnes

(+66%)

Value: 

R113 m 

(+69%)

Mainly from 

Denmark, 

USA, Italy
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Spike in 2018 in response to shortage of 
eggs following 2017 HPAI outbreak



GLOBAL EGG 
INDUSTRY

◦Key market drivers: 
COVID-19, feed prices, 
avian influenza, African 
swine fever

◦Other challenges: 
shortage of labour; 
high cost of energy, 
freight and 
infrastructure
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IEC links people of 
different cultures 
across continents

• Spreads scientific 
information, fosters 
collaboration

Rabobank predicts 
bumpy road to 

recovery in 2022

• Supply discipline 
remains key
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AVIAN INFLUENZA
Europe plagued by HPAI, especially H5N1

Red areas indicate presence of outbreaks
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Source: FAO



HPAI IN SA

◦First outbreak of H5N1 on 

9 April 2021 in Gauteng

◦132 cases by December 

◦DALRRD: no compensation 

for culling healthy but at 

risk birds

◦Ministerial task team on 

animal biosecurity 

appointed in August
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Egg industry birds culled per province

Province Birds
% of provincial 

flock

Eastern Cape 0 0.0

Free State 125 000 2.4

Gauteng 839 374 10.0

KwaZulu-Natal 226 000 6.0

Limpopo 0 0.0

Mpumalanga 0 0.0

North West 175 600 4.9

Northern Cape 0 0.0

Western Cape 1 020 540 21.5

National 2 386 514 7.5



HPAI 
heat map

◦Uses farm 

and bird 

densities

◦ Indicates 

risk of 

transmission

◦Red areas 

are high risk
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ANIMAL WELFARE

◦France has banned the 

crushing and gassing of male 

chicks from 2022

◦Mounting pressure across 

the globe to change to more 

humane housing systems

◦SA: NAMC busy with study 

on housing systems, bird 

welfare
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MARKETING:
Generic marketing 

campaign
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◦Launched in 2020

◦Managed by Protactic

◦EGGcellent Food 

followers: 

◦ Facebook: 1 600 (2 years)

◦ Instagram 312    (<1 year)

◦Articles published on 

nutritional benefits of 

eggs, with recipes



26th World Egg 
Day

◦Celebrated on Fri 8 Oct

◦2021 events in SA:

◦ 4-minute segment on SABC 3 
breakfast show Expresso

◦Online digitorial on Food24

◦ Advert in Heita My Friends

◦ Video by blogger chef The 
Lazy Makoti
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32nd Galliova
Food and Health 
Writers’ Awards

◦Awards ceremony a 

virtual event on 15 

October

◦Sponsored by EO, BO

◦SAPA proud to sponsor 

the awards to 

acknowledge food and 

health influencers
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REGULATORY 
MATTERS 

AND 
INTERACTION 

WITH 
GOVERNMENT

◦Moved away from DTIC and 

poultry master plan

◦Now to form part of the agro-

processing master plan (AAMP)

◦Falls under DALRRD
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Egg sector master plan



Launch of transformation 
model: Amakip-kip
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Aim: measurable change; draw 
black farmers into mainstream 
economy

Using NAMC guidelines, focus 
on enterprise development

2-4 beneficiaries with <5 000 
hens to be identified annually 



Layer hen welfare

◦NAMC progressed with 
economic study on layer hen 
housing; report expected in 
January 2022

◦SABS, EO and various role 
players failed to reach a 
consensus on the proposed 
standard ‘Welfare of chicken’ 
(SANS 1758:201X)
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Table egg 
inspections

◦A statutory food safety 

agency is essential for 

consumer health and 

safety

◦EO and DALRRD’s assignee 

Food Safety Agency failed 

to find workable solution

◦SLA rejected
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FUNDING MODEL

◦New levy application 

approved Dec 2021

◦Still R0.018c/doz

◦Lapses 31 March 2026

◦20% must be spent on 

transformation
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SUCCESSES

Appointment of new GM

Improvement in EO’s financial position

Govt approval for new statutory levy

Private vets to manage HPAI

Egg sector master plan part of AAMP
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SUCCESSES

◦Launch of transformation initiative Amakip-kip

◦Increase in sample size for industry pricing 

statistics

◦Targeted generic marketing campaign

◦Positive media exposure on World Egg Day

◦Successful hosting of Galliova Awards

◦Donations of eggs to distressed communities
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CHALLENGES

◦Weak economy, 

challenging trading 

environment

◦Record unemployment, 

constrained spending

◦Declining egg consumption

◦Disruption to value chain  

from July’s looting and 

vandalism
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CHALLENGES

◦On-farm protocols during 
COVID-19 waves

◦ Initial oversupply of eggs, 
depressed prices

◦Culling of 2.18 million 
laying hens due to HPAI

◦Skyrocketing feed prices

◦Escalating input costs 
eroding profit margins
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CHALLENGES

◦Smaller producers 

unable to survive 

financially

◦Aggressive competition 

in market

◦Failure to finalise SABS 

welfare standard

◦ Inability to resolve table 

egg inspection issues
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FUTURE 
PROSPECTS
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Living with COVID-19

Focus on biosecurity, working 
with ministerial task team

Increased govt support after 
completion of AAMP

Soaring input costs, profit 
margins under duress

Targeted support for 
disadvantaged farmers



FUTURE 
PROSPECTS

◦Drive to increase egg 
consumption and exports

◦Engaging with retail sector 
on price markup

◦Finding common ground 
with FSA

◦More robust industry 
statistics

◦The NAMC report on 
housing systems
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CONCLUSION

◦Egg industry has barely 

survived another bleak 

year

◦Farmers struggled or exited 

the industry

◦Take heart from eggs being 

a competitively priced, 

highly nutritious protein 

source

Prepared by Leading Edge Poultry Software cc


